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average quality. The great difference be
tween these rocks and the variegated slate 
formation, in the character of the country 
which they compose, is obvious about 
Heart’s Desire and in Random island.-- 
In each case the tract occupied by the va
riegated slate is low and level. The im
provement in the size of the trees is great, 
and wherever a spot has been cleared of 
trees and moss, or a strip of ground along 
the sea shore is naturally bo unincumber
ed, the soil is clothed with a rich pas
turage of bright green grass, sometimes 
scattered with wild clover. Tqe tract be
tween Heart's Desire and Dildo Harbor 
would amply tejf>ay the labour ot cultiva
tion, as pasture land certainly, if not as 
arable, were but a good road once opened 
to the capital ; and it certainly seems a 
pity that such a space should be left un
used as would be fully able to supply the 
most [• pulous part of t| e Island with the 
common luxuries of fresh meat, butter, 
milk and eggs, leaving out of the questi
on t,,e gre£.t resources that would be 
thrown open to a part at. least of the la
boring population. The tract about the 
n. w. corner of Random Island is perhaps 
too remote from the mass of the popula
tion to be at present valuable as an agri
cultural district ; otherwise the whole of 
the ground formed by the variegated 
slates and Bell Isle shale formation, from 
the sizt of its timber and the patches of 
grass, -v evidently of good quality, and 
able, if opr tied, to support a much larger 
population than is-now to be found on the 
neighoouriug shores. The hills ebout 
the head of the Bay, around Chapel Arm, 
and which are composed of igneous rocks 
are remarkably distinct in appearance 
from the other high lands which surround 
the Bav ; they are detached from each 
other, and have a peaked and serrated 
outline; they are clothed with wood, but 
not I relieve of a quality beltet than or
dinary. The sien.ite hills w, of Random 
Island aoe likewise immediately to be dis
tinguished by their peaked and decried 
outline from the heavy forms of the gnti 
stone ridges One detached hill, how
ever, composed of the sandstone rocks, 
lies between Bay of Bulls Arm and Deer 
Pond. It is celled Centre Hill, and is 
upwards ot 1000 feet in height. It is a 
fact remarkably characteristic of the way 
in which this country is covered with wa
ter, that from the summit of this hill I 
counted 152 “ ponds,” varying in breadth 
from 20 or 30 yards to about a mite, none 
of which were at a greater distance than t£ 
miles from the foot of the hill. The clifta 
around the entrance of Random Sound 

very striking ; the immensely thick 
beds of gritstone forming smooth perpen
dicular walls of great height above and 
depth below the level of the sea,—a large 
block or ledge here and there jutting out 
to support a stunted fir, and an occasional 

of ruins affording an uncertain iand-

position, but not contoited, end the beds of quartz 
preserve a regular thickness for several hundred 
yards.

spkerodial concretions which are not however suf
ficiently developed to be detached from the mass, 
and the nucleis of which ate of the same character 
as the rest of the rock.
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From Pope’s Harbour to Trinity Kar- 
On the w. side of Chapel Arm the variegated hour the country is composed of the

slate rock abuts against the greenstone without 1 Trinity Bav sandstone one anticlined line
undergoing any apparent alteration, except that | , ' . . .t . tract —This lim
its colors become fainter, and that the red beds » ■> 0c, rm» II* ltl1' l A 7
lose that hue entirely as they approach the igneous <, passes through New Buonavonture and 

T ii change of color, however, takes place * runs thence into the country in a N. N. E.
0n ! direction. To the w. of this line the

rocks dip w. n. w. ; to the s. of it, or
along the coast, the dip is s. s. e. at vari
ous angles of inclination. Between Trinity 
Harbour and Robin Hood’s Bay the beds 
are perpendicular for a short distance, 
but afterwards recover their Easterly dip, 
and in Salmon Cove are nearly hori
zontal.
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sometimes where no igneous rock is present, 
the e. side of Chapel Arm patches of shale and grit
stone rest upon a d have been caught among the 
greenstone, and are of course greatly altered from 
their original characters. The shale is hard, brit
tle, and rings with a metallic sound, and the grit
stone is almost crystalline in texture, and in places 
joined so as to assume an irregular columnar form.
The greenstone does not come out upon tne coast 
in any other part, but it spreads a good way in 
the interior, the hills called Spread Eagle Peak, Old 
Shop, and the Toll, being certainly composed of 
the greenstone and its cognate rocks. Passing 
round the extremity of Tickle Harbor Point, we find 
the upper beds of the variegated slate formation 
dipping regularly under the Bells Isle shale and 
gritstone, which occupies the whole of the West 
side of this long headland up to Tickle Harbour.
Not far from the extremity of the point the shale ! stone. Just K. of British HarOour 
contains a great bed of conglomerate 30 or 40 i , .. > i „ o- . ; rr u . » „ ,feet thick, of a light grey colour. The pebbles galled also bnutein Harbour) a great
consist of white cv'-.rfz, are seldom larger than trap dyne comes out upon the coast cut- 
walnutr.r.d ar? : rrn acted together ?-y a grey ting through the gntstoue bed a without 
cement which is siigatiy calcareous, in ,s cliff producing in their, any sensible alteration.
at this place is seen a very neat emampleof a This dyke is two or three hundred vards 
fault, and of the cdccts which is sometimes (though J , ■ . . .. XT '
perhapsrarelv) produced by a fault on the surface 'vlue» aQu 14 verf interesting. Near its 
of the- ground. (See section No. 7.) In Tickle sides the rock is vesicular, nearly black, 
Harbour au entire change takes place in the j and precisely resembling modern lava ; 
rocks forming the suiuiee of the country, produced I a|proaching the centre it becomes com* 
probably by a great fault, but the exact nature of ; *
which cannot be ascertained by reason of the low
ness of the land and the want of a continuous sec
tion. A mile or two VV., however, of Tickle Har
bor. the cliff; again commence, and the first thing developed is about 20 yards wide, forming 
seen is a mass of serpentine with some impure 
steal!tic and a yellow quartz rock containing crys
tals of feldspar. Over these, which are not above 
20 or 30 yards across, is an ash-colored slate, then 
a dark purple slate, then a slate with a brown 
stripe, surmounted by a grey slate, the whole hav
ing a thickness of 400 or 500 feet, dipging n. w. 
and passing upwards into a grey mass of alterati
ons of slates and gritstones, forming what I have 
called provisionally the Trinity Bay sandstone for
mation. This formation, which in its upper parts 
consists entirely of thick beds of hard sandstoue 
and conglomerate, occupies the whole coast from 
the Bay of Bulls to Trinity Harbor. Its prevail
ing dip from Bay of Bulls Arm to Bounaventure 
is N. w. at various angles of inclination, and thus 
it shortly passes in that direction under the varie
gated slate formation. These latter rocks come in 
at the head of Bay of Bul,s Arm, and form a band 
of country running thence by Centre Hill to the 
middle portion of Random Island about Hickman’s 
Harbor, and striking from the Island across Smiths 
Sonnd into the mainland w. of Pope’s Harbo..—
From under this band of variegated slates, how. 
ever, the Trinity Bay sandstone again arises to the 
w. and in. Random s. w. Arm continues to rise to
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3.—We come now to Trinity Bay. In this 
district we entirely lose sight of the St. John’s 
elate formation—its western boundary running 
down the middle of the peninsula between Trinity 
Conception Bays. Of the Signal Hiil sandstones, 
too, I cannot undertake to affirm the existence 
further than from Breakheart Point to Old Perli- 
can ; though at the same time it is perfectly possi
ble that what I have called the Trinity Bay sand- 
store may be only the upper part of that formation 
of which the Signal Hill sandstone forms the lower 
beds ; and that thus this latter rock, and even the 
St. John’s slate, may be again visible on the West 
side of Trinity Bay. From Salvage Point to 
Heart’s Content the coast is entirely composed of 
beds belonging to the Trinhy Bay sandstone for
mation, consisting of alternations of dark red or 
purple gritstmes and sandstones with thin beds of 
slaty rock The beds strike along the coast, or 
about N. E and S W. and dip invariably to the 
N. W. at an angle of about 50° or 60°.—Between 
Heart's Content and Heart’s Desire these beds 
gradually trend round, and eventually strike into 
the country towards the S. E., and at the head of 
the harbour of Heart’s Desire dip to the S. W. 
veaeütà the Tarregotw) ni cue formation. ItlC- 
variegated slate formation occupies the whole coast 
and a good breadth of the interior, from Heart’s 
Desire to the head of Dildo Cove. Along the 
whole of this tract it is traversed by various 
anticlinal and synclinal lines, running nearly N. 
E. and S. W., and thus causing the rocks to dip 
alternately N. W. and S. E. Between Long Point 
and Witless Bay is one interesting locality, where 
in a hollow of the variegated slate rocks, reposes 
a mass of beds of slate and gritstone belonging 
evidently to the Bell Isle formation (See section 
No. 5.) The gradation from one into the other is 
here perfect ; the upper beds of the variegated 
slate pass into a grey gritstone, with fine grain, 
but devoid of cleavage ; these, as we asceud 
become separated by thin beds of shale, the thick
ness of which continues to increase, and that of 
the gritstone to diminish, until the whole is 
crowned by a mass of slate without any gritstone 
whatever. (See section No. 6.) What makes 
this locality still more remarkable, however, is 
•the fact of the slaty cleavage being developed in 
the beds of slate themselves. These beds, which 
are curved up at a high angle on either side, are 
finely laminated, and they split as easily as any 
shale along their planes of lamination ; but they 
are also traversed by a fine cleavage preserving a 
constant angle of nearly 90° to the horizon, and 
having the same strike as the beds.:—The ahG ; is 
thus minced as it were into small scales or I.-:1e 
narrow chips, being cut thin by the lamination, 
narrow by the cleavage, and too fragile to retain 
any length in the direction of the strike of the 
beds. The lower surfaces of the gritstc. ? beds 
alternating with the shale are likewise traversed 
by the cleavage for an inch or so upwards, as they 
break or decompose into sharp jagged edges.— 
These gritstone beds scarcely differ in fineness of 
grain from the whole mass of those composing the 
variegated slate formation in which the slaty clea
vage is perfectly developed. About half a mile 
S. of this spot, in a small cove opposite Red Rock, 
among some beds of the ordinary red slate, I 
observed a band of red calcareous rock, travers! 
in every direction by small strings of carbinate of 
line, looking like fragments of shells, and contain
ing concretionary balls of grey crystalline lime
stone. Underneath this was a pinkish yellow 
concretionary rock, with veins of carbonate of 
lime, and small balls of ironstone. The ttickness 
of these beds was about 15 or 20 feet, aid they 
are capable of being burnt into lime. I did not 
succeed in discovering in them any decided 
organic remains, though some of the markings 
were like faint impressions of shells.

At Dildo Head some beds of shale agafa appear 
resting on the variegated slate rocks which rise up 
from underneath the shale towards the S., and 
continue to dip to the N. W. to the heal of the 
Cove, where the lower beds of the formalon begin 
to shew themselves. Returning from tht head of 
Dildo Cove, which forms the extreme southern 
point of Trinity Bay, we find the variegpted slate 
formation still forming the coast throuÿi Spread 
Eagle, Long Cove, and Collier’s Bay, down to 
Tickle Harbour Point, having on the wlole a N. 
W. dip. On each side of Chapel Aim tt* undula
tions in the slate rocks arc frequent pitches of 
•hale resting here and there in their h'RWs, but 
there sides still remarkably preserving '.he usual 
inclination tawards the N. w. and s. b. On enter
ing Çhapel Arm we come immediately <n igneous 
rock. This is for the most part a rather largely 
Crystalline greenstone, its texture howjrer some 
times varies into a nearly compact baia.lt.. it is 
frequently marked with circular band* in relief, 
•f some inches i* diameter; these are notions of

I
The detached Islands about the mouth

of Smith’s Sound are composed of a red 
and grey fine grained gritstone, belonging, 
I believe, to some part of the variegated 
slate formation. Some uf the beds on 
; hese islands would make tolerable build-

► yaet and of a dark grey* and part of the 
very-central portion is columnar. The 
part in which the columns are best

I
a nearly perpendicular band slightly 
curved. The columns are email and ir
regular ia the number of their sides.— 
They
divived by 3 or 4 perpendicular beds as 
it were. In the two outside beds the 
columns are slightly bent ; those on one 
side downwards, those on the other up
wards. (the section No. 12 will make 
this description more clear.) North of 
the principal dyke two or three smaller 
ones occur, cutting through the gritstones 
without disturbing them.

Concerning the relative age cf the 
rocks of Trinity Bay, it it clear that the 
greenstone and sienites are the most 
modern ; and from the mass of sienite to 
the w. of Random Islands forming hills 
which seem to keep a nearly u. and s. 
direction, it fS probably that to the out
burst of tiiat sieaile is due the disloca 
lions affecting the stratified rocks which 
have likewise an approximate ». and s. 
direction,—or at all events that the out- 
breck of the sienite and the dislocation 
of the rocks was simultaneous. It would 
appear also that the variegated slate rocks 
are conformable to the Trinity Bay sand
stones ; but as I have not yet traced any 
gradation of one into the other, their 
continuity is uncertain. How beneath 
the Trinity Bay sandstones we have seen 
that slate rocks shew themselves both in 
Tickle Harbor and the head of Rundom, 
s. w. Arm, and it thus appears probable 
that this series may represent or contain 
what 1 have called the Signal Hill sand
stone and St. John’s slate formation. To 
this latter, however, the variegated slates 
have been shewn clearly unconformable 
in Conception Bay. In the absence of 
all organic remains, and the want of a 
good continuous section, the distinctness 
or identity of two formations can never 
behold as proved by mineral character 
along; I have therefore left the question 
open for future evidence to decide.— 
Such evidence I hope to get, early in the 
next spring, at the head of St. Mary’s 
Bay.
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the w. or dip to the e., until at the head of the Arm 
its lowest beds come out to the surface, and we have 
the same slate rocks appearing underneath them 
which I mentioned before as oceuiriug near Tic
kle Harbor. In Random Island, however, this is 
not the case, as the Trinity Bay sandstone, after 
rising to the w, from under the variegated slate 
formation, very soon arches yver, dips again to the 
w., and so passes under another band of the varie
gated slates, which, as they also dip rapidly to the 
w. shortly become covered by the next superior 
rocks, the Bell Isle shale and gritstone. (See sec. 
No. 6.) The shale and gritstone occupies all the 
N. w. corner of Random Island, and a considerable 
tract on the mainland opposite. This tract is low 
a-.Q level, and is bounded to the w. by a range of 
hills, some spurs of which strike the coast oppo
site the w, side of Random Island, about one mile 
s. of the bar which nearly connects the Island with 
the main. The rock of which these hills are com
posed is a red sienite, very similar to that which 
occurs in some places at the head of Conception 
Bay, The junction of the sienite, with the shale 
and gritstone, is at one place clearly exposed ; it 
partly overlies those rocks which dip slightly to
wards it, and abut against it. The shale near the 
junction is indurated, and the gritstone more than 
usually hard and of a simi-crystalline texture.— 
(See diagram No. 9.) In several other points at 
the extreme head of Random Round, masses of a 
dark grey schistose rock may be observed resting 
on or entangled in the sienite, but there is no evi
dence to shew to what formation they belong The 
sienitic rocks have apparently a very extensive 
range in the interior, as the same chain of hills 
runs beyond the extremity of Random s, w. Arm 
for some distance ; they do not howeves, appear 
elsewhere on the coast. The variegated slate rocks 
both in Random and Smith’s Sounds have some 
remarkable localitis.
Sound the variety of color is very great,—bright 
red, dull red, cream color, deep brown and green, 
alternating with each other. The cream colored 
portion is rather calcarious. In Random Sound, 
near Hickman’s Harbor, a bed of white crystalline 
quartz rocks, 15 feet thick, is apparently interstra- 
tified with the red and green slates ; and some dis
tance above it two thinner beds of a similar cha
racter appear. The whole k hi a highly radioed

are

mass 
ing at their foot

I have drawn section No. 10 from Shoal 
Bay, around the head of Conception Bay 
and Trinity Bay, to the country s. w. of 
Random Island, by way of exhibiting, m 

connected form, some of the facts men
tioned above. It does not aim at giving 
more than the rudest imitation of the out
line of the country, with IiHle regard to 
proportion. The contorted position of 
the St. John’s slate is given from analogy, 
as I have never actually traversed the 
country between the hea4 of Conception 
Bay and the E coast,

é.-^-Ihad been so long detained by con
trary winds on the Western part of the Is
land t4^at the only places 1 waa able, on 
my return, to visit in Placentia Bay, were 
St. Lawrence, Mortier, Audierue, & Great 
and Little Placentia. From what I saw in 
passing from one to the other, and from 
what I gathered from different accounts, I 

»led to state that the principal fçr- 
of Placentia Bay is the variegated 

elate. In the neighbourhood of Greaj^lc 
Little Placentia the rocks are chiefly & 
dull red and green compact slate roek, 
bat devoid ofelaty cleavage, evidently the 
lower beds of th# variegated slate forms*

a

a
The external characters of Trinity Bay 

are distant and well deserving of notice. 
In those parts occupied by the Trinity 
Bay sandstone formation the land is high 
and the cliffs bold, the summits of the 
hills however are not craggy, end their 
outline is tame and regular. The coun
try is generally thickly wooded, but the 
trees are not remarkable for size, and the

In one part of Smith’s
am

fertility of the soii is not striking, though 
in sheltered «ituetjon» -it appears of an
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